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Abstract— We study strategies to deploy defenders/sensors
to detect intruders that approach a targeted region. This
scenario is formulated as a barrier coverage, which aims to
minimize the number of unseen paths. The problem becomes
challenging when the number of defenders is insufficient for a
full coverage, requiring us to find the most effective location
to deploy them. To this end, we use ideas from game theory
to account for various paths that the intruders may take.
Specifically, we propose an iterative algorithm to refine the set
of candidate defender formations, which uses the payoff matrix
to directly evaluate the utility of different formations. Given the
set of candidate formations, a mixed Nash equilibrium gives a
stochastic policy to deploy the defenders. The efficacy of the
proposed strategy is demonstrated by a numerical analysis that
compares our method with an existing graph-theoretic method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surveillance and monitoring of large areas is a funda-
mental task that is important to many civilian and military
defense applications. This paper considers a scenario where
moving agents (intruders) must be detected before they
reach a target/goal area. Specifically, we are interested in an
adversarial scenario where intruders actively avoid detection
by selecting paths that are less likely to be covered.

Given a sufficient number of defenders/sensors, one can
design a barrier, or a chain of sensors, that completely
surrounds the targeted region [1]. If the sensor model is
deterministic, then such schemes will guarantee that the
intruders will be detected regardless of their paths. The
problem becomes more challenging when there is not enough
sensors to completely surround the targeted region [2], and
also when the detection model is probabilistic [3].

We tackle both of the above challenges: insufficient
number of sensors and probabilistic sensing model. As an
example, we consider a road network that describes different
ways in which the intruders can traverse the space to reach a
target (see Fig. 1). From a set of options, the intruders may
select the start and goal locations as well as the path to move
between the two. The challenge for the defenders/sensors is
to ensure detection when these paths selected by the intruders
are unknown.
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Fig. 1: Example scenario in which each intruder can select an
arbitrary path from any of the start locations (red circles) to any of
the goal locations (green stars). Three defenders (blue circles) are
deployed to detect the intruders.

We use ideas from game theory to address this uncer-
tainty in the opponent’s behavior. Specifically, we start by
discussing how the intruders and the defenders should select
their actions from their strategy sets: candidate paths and
formations. Using the detection probability as the payoff
function, we pose the problem as a finite matrix game
and derive the optimal strategy as a mixed-strategy Nash
equilibrium [4].

A prerequisite for the above formulation is the enumera-
tion of candidate formations in order to have a finite strategy
set for the defender team. The design of effective formations
is challenging for various reasons. First, the sensor footprint
of each defender may affect multiple paths in a non-trivial
manner, which makes it difficult to solve the problem geo-
metrically. Second, each candidate formation must account
for multiple intruder paths to maximize the coverage. Finally,
to limit the number of candidate formations for computa-
tional tractability, we must have a method to evaluate the
effectiveness of different formations and to prune the list as
necessary.

To address the above challenges, we propose an iterative
method to refine the set of candidate formations. The core
idea is to use the payoff matrix to directly evaluate the
relative effectiveness as well as the similarity of a given
formation with respect to others. The general sample-and-
prune procedure that we propose is independent of the choice
of sensor models, and is able to handle problems with
complex geometries.

The main contributions of the paper are the game theoretic
approach to (i) design candidate defender formations, and (ii)
find the best action as a stochastic mix of those formations.
Due to the game-theoretic formulation and the probabilistic
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sensor models, the deployment strategy proposed in this
paper is more robust to the variations in the intruder’s
behavior and problem parameters as compared to those
strategies based on deterministic approaches.

II. RELATED WORK

Coverage is a fundamental problem related to Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). The majority of theoretical studies
consider a full coverage of the area of interest, i.e., every
part of the environment must be within the sensing range
of at least one sensor [5], [6]. However, some portions of
the environment may not be covered in practice when the
number of sensors is limited.

For intrusion detection scenarios, the trap coverage is
among the first to consider partial coverage in WSNs. It
was first introduced in [7], studying a ‘hole diameter’ which
is the maximum linear distance that an object can move
before being detected. To accommodate a more realistic
sensing model, the problem was extended to probabilistic
trap coverage, which considers a probabilistic sensor model
[3]. In this generalization, the maximum displacement is
subjected to a minimum detection probability [8], [9].

A closely related problem is called barrier coverage [10],
[11], for which the placement of the sensors must ensure the
detection of any object that passes through the region. For
a case with limited number of defenders/sensors, [2] studied
a periodic monitoring strategy to achieve barrier coverage.
In this context, variants of the problem have considered the
use of mobile agents for the creation or adaptation of barrier
of nodes [12], [13] or to fix holes and gaps that might exist
[14], [15], [16].

Finally, the partial barrier coverage problem was con-
sidered in [17], where concepts from game theory and
graph theory were used to design optimal strategies. The
defenders/sensors are deployed along the “bottle neck” of
a polygonal environment, which corresponds to a minimum
edge cut of a graph-based representation of the environment.
Such reduction was effective in [17] because the defender’s
sensor footprint was modeled as a line segment.

In this work, we consider the case where the intruder’s
paths and defender’s sensor footprint may have more com-
plex geometries, which makes it hard to perform graph-
theoretic reduction. To deal with such complex geometry, we
propose a method to design defender formations utilizing the
payoff matrix in finite static games.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a road network on a planar environment E , that
contains multiple starting nodes, NS, and multiple target/goal
nodes, NG. The intruders seek to traverse the road network
from NS to NG without being detected by the defenders.
Each intruder may start from any of the nodes in NS and
end at any of the nodes in NG. A set of n sensors/defenders
x = {x1, .., xn} are deployed to detect the intruders, where
xi ∈ R2 for i ∈ D , {1...n}. We refer to x as a formation
or a deployment.

We assume that both parties know the road network (i.e.,
the set of possible intruder paths UA) and the number
of defenders n. However, the intruders do not know the
defender location, and the defenders do not know which
paths will actually be taken by the intruders. Therefore, each
party must consider possible actions that the opponent may
take and decide on its own action.

We also assume that the defenders have probabilistic
detection models. A combination of a specific path taken by
an intruder, γ, and a specific robot formation, x, gives the
probability, P (γ,x), that this intruder is detected somewhere
along the path.

Let Γ = {γ1, ...,γm} denote the list of all paths taken by
m intruders (with possible redundancy). Then the expected
detection probability across all these intruders is

V (Γ,x) =
1

|Γ|
∑
γ∈Γ

P (γ,x), (1)

where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. The quantity V
may be interpreted in relation to the expected fraction of
undetected intrusion:

E[mint]

m
=

1

|Γ|
∑
γ∈Γ

(1− P (γ,x)) = 1− V, (2)

where E[mint] denotes the expected number of intruders
that reach NG without being detected, and we assumed the
detection to occur independently across defenders.

The intruder team seeks to minimize V by selecting their
paths Γ, whereas the robot team seeks to maximize V by
selecting their formation x.

Problem 1 (Probabilistic Barrier Coverage). Given an en-
vironment (E ,NS,NG), what is the best formation x to
maximize the detection probability V against intruders that
employ unknown paths Γ?

In Sec. V we discuss solutions in a stochastic setting. For
example, consider the scenario in which a batch of intruders
arrive every day. The intruder team may assign different
paths to their members and/or change these assignments
every day to “mix” their strategies. The defenders on the
other hand can secretly change their formation during night-
time to prepare for the next day. In this way, the strategy for
each party can be viewed as a probability distribution over
the candidate strategies.

Note that we assume that the intruders cannot observe the
defender locations and therefore cannot employ any feedback
strategy. Similarly, we assume that the defenders do not
react to the observed intruders either. Hence the considered
strategies are purely offline. The study of more dynamic
strategies is a subject of future work.

IV. DETECTION PROBABILITY

This section discusses an approach to compute the detec-
tion probability P (γ,x) when γ and x are given. However,
note that the game-theoretic framework we present in this
paper is generic, and is independent of any specific models
or methods used in this section.
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A. Sensor Model

Let Bi denote the footprint of sensor i. We consider
a probabilistic sensing model within this sensor footprint.
Specifically, we employ Poisson distribution to quantify the
detection probability. Consider a sensor/defender located at
xi and an intruder at xj ∈ Bi. If the intruder spends t seconds
at this location, then the probability of detection is given by

pij = p(xi, xj) = 1− e−λijt, (3)

where λij (Hz) is a detection frequency parameter that
quantifies the average frequency of detection per unit time.

The probability that the intruder is undetected decays
exponentially over time. This rate of decay is captured
by the detection frequency parameter λij , which can be a
function of the intruder’s relative position with respect to
the sensor: λij = f(xi, xj). For example, one can use a
decreasing function f(·) where the argument is the distance
dij = ‖xi − xj‖ [18].

When computing the detection probability of a path, we
utilize the following quantity:

Definition 1 (Detection gain). If pij is a detection probabil-
ity, then

φij = − ln(1− pij) (4)

is the corresponding detection gain [3].

The detection gain is useful in simplifying the probability
computation from multiplications to summations. The prob-
ability that the intruder is detected by at least one of the n
sensors (indexed by i) is computed by

pj = 1−
∏
i∈D

(1− pij), (5)

which is described with detection gain as

φj =
∑
i∈D

φij . (6)

This additive property is convenient in the subsequent anal-
yses.

B. Detection Gain of a Path

We consider intruder paths generated by a graph traversal.
This representation accommodates a variety of situations. For
example, paths for ground intruders that are constrained to
move on paved roads are represented by road networks (e.g.,
Fig. 1). When the intruders can move more freely in the
environment, their paths maybe generated from a grid-based
lattice graph. Such representation is commonly used in robot
path planning problems [19].

To focus on the design of defender formations, we assume
in this work that candidate intruder paths are given as part
of the problem specification. Consider the jth path γj(s)
parametrized by the arc length s ∈ [0, Lj ]. Recall from (3)
and (4) that we have φis = λist = f(xi,γj(s))t, for any
intruder position γj(s). Also note that an intruder moving
at speed v will spend dt = ds/v seconds to traverse through
an infinitesimal segment ds. Therefore, the detection gain of

each path due to a single defender xi can be computed by
the following line integral:

φ(γj , xi) =
1

v

∫ Lj

0

f(xi,γj(s))ds, (7)

where f is a function that models the detection frequency
(see the paragraph below (3)), v is the intruder speed, and
Lj is the total length of the jth path.

The detection gain of a path γj is given by

φ(γj ,x) =
∑
i∈D

φ(γj , xi) (8)

Finally, the probability of detection can be recovered by

P (γj ,x) = 1− e−φ(γj ,x). (9)

This expression can be substituted in (1) to give the objec-
tive function V . The next section discusses how candidate
formations and the defenders’ deployment strategy can be
designed in the context of Problem 1.

V. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY

This section details our strategy to deploy defenders to
maximize the detection probability defined in (1). Based on
a game theoretic analysis, we find the optimal deployment
strategy as a probability distribution over the candidate
formations (mixed-strategy).

A. Matrix Game and Nash Equilibrium

This section explains how we interpret our problem as a
two player non-cooperative game, and discusses the optimal
defender strategy when a set of candidate formations are
given. The design of those set of formations will be discussed
in Sec. VI.

Let the defender team and the intruder team be the two
players. We consider a static game (simultaneous game)
where each player picks a strategy without the knowledge
of the decision made by the other [4]. The defender team’s
strategy set is given by the set of formations UD. For the
intruder team, consider the strategies Γi = {γi,γi, ..,γi}
for γi ∈ UA, corresponding to all the intruders taking the
same path. Note that, later in this section, we will consider
a stochastic mix of these single-path strategies to design a
general intruder team strategy where agents take different
combinations of candidate paths.

Finally, we assume that these sets, UA and UD, are known
to both players (i.e., perfect information game). This is a con-
servative assumption from the defender team’s perspective,
since their candidate formation may not be known by the
intruders, while the candidate paths can be enumerated from
the road network.

We consider a zero-sum game where the defender’s payoff
is V defined in (1) and the intruder’s payoff is its negative,
−V . Note when the defenders and the intruders employ
the strategy xi and Γj respectively, the payoff will be
V (Γj ,xi) = P (γj ,xi), since Γj contains identical paths.
The collection of such strategies and their outcome for a
zero-sum static game can be conveniently represented using a
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payoff matrix V ∈ RN×M , where N , |UD| and M , |UA|.
The elements of the payoff matrix are defined by

[V]i,j , V (Γj ,xi) = P (γj ,xi), (10)

which is computed by (9). Note that the first index i (rows)
corresponds to the defender formations xi.

The optimality in static games are given as a Nash
equilibrium [4]. Specifically, we say that the selected intruder
team strategy Γ∗ and the formation x∗ constitute a Nash
equilibrium if the following condition holds:

V (Γ∗,x) ≤ V (Γ∗,x∗) ≤ V (Γ,x∗). (11)

This relation implies that the intruder team cannot reduce the
detection probability by changing the strategy from Γ∗, as
long as the defenders stick to their formation x∗. Similarly,
the defenders cannot achieve a better detection probability by
deviating from x∗ if the intruders stick to their equilibrium
strategy Γ∗.

B. Mixed Strategies

When the strategies are deterministic, such equilibrium
may or may not exist. Even if it exists, its uniqueness is
not guaranteed. On the other hand, there always exists an
equilibrium when the strategies can be stochastic, which is
called the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium [4], [20]. Now
the strategies are given as a probability distribution over the
paths and formations.

Let σD ∈ RN+ denote the defender’s mixed strategy which
satisfies [σD]i ≥ 0 for all i and

∑
i[σD]i = 1. The defender

will use formation xi with probability [σD]i. Similarly, the
intruder strategy is denoted by σA ∈ RM+ : i.e., they will use
path γi with probability [σA]i.

Given a payoff matrix, we can efficiently compute the
unique mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium (σ∗A,σ

∗
D) using

various methods [21]. The overall payoff, or the optimal
expected detection probability is given by

V ∗ =
N∑
i

M∑
j

[σ∗A]j [σ
∗
D]iV (Γj ,xi) = σ

∗T
DVσ∗A, (12)

where T denotes matrix transpose. The optimality of these
strategies are described by

σT
DVσ∗A ≤ σ∗T

DVσ∗A ≤ σ∗T
DVσA. (13)

As discussed in Sec. III, stochastic formulation is appli-
cable in scenarios where a static game is played repeatedly:

Definition 2 (Repeated Discrete Scenario). In a repeated
game scenario, intruders arrive in batches where the en-
gagement between one batch of intruders and one formation
of the defenders can be treated as an episode. In addition,
the time intervals between episodes are sufficiently long so
that the defenders can change their formation.

The mixed strategies may be realized by randomly se-
lecting the paths and formations in each episode of the
game. More concretely, the intruder team can realize the
mixed strategy by randomly assigning a path from UA to

each intruder according to the distribution σA. Similarly,
the defenders randomly select their formation based on the
distribution σD for each episode.

VI. DESIGNING CANDIDATE FORMATIONS

The deployment strategy in the previous section selects
the best mix of formations from a finite set of candidate
formations UD = {x1, ...,xN}. This is natural when UD
is already given from a logistical or geometric constraints
(e.g., buildings or roads). However, the enumeration of the
formations may be challenging when the design space is
continuous. Here we discuss the design of candidate robot
formations, xi, when the robots may be placed anywhere in
the environment E .

A. Utility of a Formation
We discuss how the effectiveness of a given formation

can be evaluated using the payoff matrix, V, defined in the
previous section. In this section, we use

vi , [V]i ∈ RN (14)

to denote the ith row of the payoff matrix corresponding to
the ith defender formation.

First, we introduce a concept called strategic dominance,
which helps us find redundant strategies that will not be used
in the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium.

Definition 3 (Dominated strategy). A pure strategy xi is
dominated by a mixed strategy σD with [σD]i = 0 if

vi 4 σ
T
DV, (15)

where vi is defined in (14), and the inequality is element
wise. In other words, there exists a superior mixed strategy
σD which produces equal or higher payoff than xi, regard-
less of the intruders’ action.

Therefore, there is no rationale to use a dominated strategy.
A procedure called the iterated elimination of dominated
strategy by a mixed strategy (IEDSMS) removes such domi-
nated strategies from each player alternately until there is no
such strategy anymore [22]. The following is a strong result
which is intuitively straight forward:

Theorem 1 ([22]). If V′ is an outcome of IEDSMS from
V, then σD is a Nash equilibrium of V iff it is a Nash
equilibrium of V′.

Essentially, the theorem implies that we can remove dom-
inated strategies from the set UD, since they should never be
used. This result fortifies our iterative algorithm presented in
the next section.

Another property we consider is the similarity between
different strategies. Even when one formation xi is not
dominated by another formation xj , they may be redundant
in terms of how they contribute to the “richness” of the
defender strategy:

Definition 4 (Strategic similarity). We call a pair of forma-
tions xi and xj are strategically ε-similar if

‖vT
i − vT

j‖2 < ε, (16)
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where v is defined in (14), and ‖ · ‖2 denotes the 2-norm of
a vector.

If the two formations are ε-similar, then by electing one
strategy over the other, the overall payoff defined in (12)
will not make any difference greater than ε. Therefore, we
may eliminate one of the two if the number of candidate
formations are limited to ensure computational tractability.

Importantly, a strategic similarity of formations xi and
xj does not immediately imply that ‖xi − xj‖2 is small.
Figure 2 shows an example where we have three intruder
paths and three defenders. The two formations are spatially
quite different, but their contribution to the overall game are
similar in the sense that v1 ≈ v2.

Path 1

Path 2

Path 3

Path 1

Path 2

Path 3

Fig. 2: An example of ε-similar formations with ε = 0.06. The left
formation achieves v1 = [0.55, 0.27, 0.12], and the right achieves
v2 = [0.53, 0.21, 0.14].

Remark 1. The dominance and the similarity of the strate-
gies are the key ideas that allow us to evaluate the utilities
of the strategies purely based on the payoff matrix. Such an
approach is useful in geometrically complex problems. In
our case, the effect of each defender on different paths are
highly dependent on the proximity and intersections of those
paths, and the direct treatment of such coupling will be very
difficult. Once they are converted into a payoff matrix, we
can immediately evaluate which formation is more effective.

Building upon the ideas presented in this section, the
next section proposes a method to refine the set of defender
formations that effectively covers various intruder paths.

B. Iterative Refinement Algorithm
Given a set of candidate intruder paths, UA, Algorithm 1

iteratively samples new formations to the set UD and elimi-
nates ones that are unnecessary.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Refinement of Formation Set

1: UD ← UD,0
2: while stopping criteria not met do
3: xnew ←sample new formation(V,UA)
4: UD ← UD ∪ xnew
5: Recompute V
6: UD, V ← elim dominated(UD, V )
7: UD, V ← elim similar(UD, V,Nmax)
8: end while
9: return UD, V

Eliminating dominated formations: The subroutine
elim dominated goes through each defender strategy
(every row of V), identifies and removes the ones that are
strategically dominated. The difference with the IEDSMS
process (see [22]) is that here we do not modify the intruder
team’s strategy set. This is to avoid erroneous removal
of intruder paths based on suboptimal set of defender
formations. Whether a strategy is dominated by a mixed
strategy or not can be efficiently found by a linear program.

Eliminating similar formations: The parameter Nmax is a
user specified parameter that determines at most how many
defender formations should be carried in UD. The selection
of Nmax may depend, for example, on the computational
resources. If the number of formations exceeds the limit (i.e.,
|UD| > Nmax) then the function elim similar prunes the
list by eliminating similar strategies. This elimination is done
by repeating the following process: find the most similar
pair and eliminate one of the two. This elimination based on
similarity helps us find a wider range of formations to cover
various paths.

Sampling new formations: In each iteration the function
sample new formation randomly generates new forma-
tions to improve the effective coverage of all paths. First,
it uses V to find paths that are not well covered by the
current formation set. For example, a metric to quantify the
current coverage of path j may be the average payoff over
all formations: i.e., cj = 1

|UD|
∑
i[V]i,j .

To generate a formation that emphasizes paths that are
less covered, consider the weighting factor wj , 1− cj . We
generate a weighted multi-modal Gaussian distribution based
on the weights wj and the paths γj for every path in UA.
A candidate defender formation is generated by randomly
sampling n points from this distribution. Figure 3 shows
an example of this probability distribution. Note that this
example focuses on the nodes (intersections) since they are
effective locations to cover multiple paths, but one can easily
modify this method to cover the entire path.

Path 1

Path 2

Path 3

Path 4

Fig. 3: Example of a density function from which candidate de-
fender positions are sampled. Four paths considered in this example
have weights [w1, w2, w3, w4] = [0.2, 0.8, 0.6, 0.1].

Termination: The stopping criteria for the algorithm is
application dependent, and it can be a combination of the
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following: (i) the desired performance is achieved (i.e.,
probability V ∗ in (12) exceeds some desired threshold);
(ii) the number of iteration exceeds the limit; and/or (iii)
the formation set stays unchanged for certain number of
iterations. Our numerical analysis in Sec. VII uses (ii) and
shows how the resulting performance is dependent on the
number of iterations.

C. Graph-Theoretic Approach

We conclude the section by introducing a benchmark strat-
egy based on [17], which we use in our comparative study
presented in Sec. VII. In [17] the authors consider polygonal
environments and introduces a connectivity graph which
models different parts of the environment as nodes, and the
edges connecting the neighboring regions. Essentially, this
graph is a counterpart of our road network which describes
how the intruder can move through the environment.

Each edge has a weight corresponding to the ‘width’ of the
boundary between the two regions, indicating how difficult it
is for the defender to form a barrier. Therefore, the defender
strategy in [17] was designed based on the minimum edge
cut of this connectivity graph.

An equivalent strategy in our problem is to consider de-
fender deployment on the minimum cut of the road network.
Since it is more efficient to place the defenders on the
intersections, we consider minimum node cut. This leads to a
candidate formations designed by (i) finding the set of nodes
constituting the minimum node cut, and then (ii) finding all
combination of n nodes from this minimum cut. We call
this the min-cut strategy, and use it to evaluate our iterative
strategy.

Additionally, we use the formations found by the min-cut
strategy as the initial guess UD,0 of our Algorithm 1, which
ensures that our final result is at least as good as the min-cut
strategy.

VII. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This section demonstrates our theoretical results provided
in the previous sections. We first present illustrative examples
and then provide statistical results.

A. Illustrative Examples

We consider a team of 3 defenders deployed in an en-
vironment containing a road network with 4 starts and 4
goals. Figure 4 illustrates the min-cut strategy introduced in
Sec. VI-C, which is adapted from [17]. A minimum node
cut (non-unique for this graph) happens to be the four goal
locations in this example, highlighted with dashed circles.
Therefore, we have 4Cn = 4C3 = 4 candidate formations
for the min-cut strategy. Figure 4 illustrates one of those
candidate formations.

Although there are paths that achieve zero detection prob-
ability since the number of defenders is smaller than the
cardinality of the min-cut set, intruders cannot confidently
select those paths since they are unaware of the actual de-
fender formation in each specific episode. Therefore, the in-
truders use the mixed Nash equilibrium σ∗A to stochastically

Fig. 4: Example road network with defenders deployed based on
the min-cut strategy. The dashed black circles highlight the nodes
that belong to the minimum node cut set.

allocate the paths to each intruder. This selection/probability
is depicted as the brightness of the red intruder paths. Under
the optimal/equilibrium strategies on both teams, the final
payoff is V ∗m.c. = 0.291.

Figure 5 illustrates different formations selected by our
iterative method (Algorithm 1), and one formation that
will be eliminated by the strategic dominance. Specifically,

Dominated

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="p08A+SxpvMxh8SmmltIApWkJvJk=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="Ja8AFCSoahlixhydouYAWrrjcrE=">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</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="gENXjBD/6fDHiaW3ECqYomhShfw=">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</latexit>

x4
<latexit sha1_base64="XZ2Azd+sphAPNwce9m4e8keF8WU=">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</latexit>

Dominated

Fig. 5: Examples of the formations generated by Algorithm 1, and
one that is dominated by the others (bottom right).

the mixture of the first three formations (x1, x2, and x3)
dominates the fourth formation x4, and therefore the fourth
formation will not be retained in UD.

The iterative refinement algorithm identifies formations
that cover important locations in terms of the payoff function
V (e.g. path intersections). This effective coverage is highly
dependent on the geometric properties of the road network
and the sensor footprint, which graph-theoretic method (min-
cut strategy) fails to identify.
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B. Statistical Results
The performance of our iterative algorithm is also nu-

merically demonstrated by a comparison with the min-cut
strategy. Since our algorithm iteratively refines the formation,
its performance is dependent on the number of iterations.
In addition, the performance is dependent on the maximum
number of formations we save in UD. Figure 6 shows the
final payoff V ∗ as a function of the number of iterations.

We use the same road network as in Fig. 4, and therefore
the performance of the min-cut strategy is fixed at V ∗m.c. =
0.291. However, since our algorithm randomly searches over
the environment, its performance is different in each run. For
each data point, we test the algorithm 25 times to obtain the
statistics for the box plot.
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<latexit sha1_base64="ASPeJ+isWBY985/Xf9Y49t6pAQM=">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</latexit>

Fig. 6: Improvement over min-cut strategy considering different
number of formations kept in UD and iterations.

Recall that the performance of our strategy is always at
least as good as the min-cut strategy by construction (see
Sec. VI-C). The figure shows that the performance increase
improves as the number of formations, Nmax, and the number
of iterations increases. However, the figure also shows that
the benefit of the number of iterations saturates at 25 for
this particular example. We also expect to see a plateau if
we increase Nmax further.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work considers the intrusion detection problem using
a team of defenders. The scenario is formulated as a barrier
coverage which aims to minimize unseen paths. Specifically,
this paper addresses two challenges: insufficient number of
robots for a full coverage, and probabilistic sensing models.
By treating the problem as a two player non-cooperative
game, we obtain the optimal defender strategy as a mixed-
strategy Nash equilibrium. Our algorithm to design candi-
date defender formations utilizes the payoff matrix from a
finite static game, which bypasses complex geometries of
the problem and directly gives us effective strategies. Our
stochastic policy accommodates different possibilities for
intruders’ behaviors, and is a more robust solution when
compared to deterministic strategy designs. As an ongoing
and future work, we are interested in studying a dynamic
version of the game where both teams may observe and adapt
to the behavior of the opposing team.
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